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Abstract
PR China is capturing FDI mainly from the overseas Chinese territories and from High-Income Countries (HICs);
this last group is also the most important Chinese export-market. Adopting an inductive methodology, based on
the bibliometric method, our purpose is the understanding of which were the determinants that led to attract
inward FDI and, later, to increase exports from PR China to HICs. Taking into account the time frame
1980–2010, 367 different publications were collected. Using the ISI Web of Science and the HistCite Software
10 research papers were the basis for a bibliometric diagram (LCS > or equal to 5). From this diagram was
possible to extract two main streams: economic reforms toward an inward FDI attraction and world exports
leadership; and inward FDI—mainly from HICs—led to an increasing value of the exports basket. A third issue
emerged also, not as a stream, but as an important conclusion based on the Gilboy (2004) paper, published on
Foreign Affairs: foreign companies dominate high-tech industries and a lion’s part of Chinese industrial exports.
PR China has reached the world exporting ranking leadership based on economic reforms, focused on the
attraction of FDI export driven, which had on companies from HICs a major contribution.
Keywords: inward FDI, Chinese economic reforms, exports, bibliometric method
1. Introduction
People’s Republic of China (PR China), since the end of the last decade, has become the largest exporter in the
World (World Bank, 2012; Economist Intelligence Unit, 2012). A remarkable leadership, based on a rising trend,
which begun in the late 70’s of the last century. Several authors relate this leadership with three main issues:
economic reforms since 1978, with Deng Xiaoping Communist Party of China (CPC) leadership; an economic
policy toward foreign direct investment (FDI) attraction; and, an exporting oriented policy.
A sustainable growth, where FDI, exports and economic development were (are) “mutually reinforcing under the
open-door policy” (Liu, Burridge & Sinclair, 2002); an economic growth which has been leveraged by the inputs
expansion (Krugman, 1994)—capital and labor—which gives to FDI attraction an important role in the last 30
years of the Chinese economy history (Dunning, 2003). Additionally, as it was mentioned by Markusen (1995),
among others, these new resources were focused, and used, to serve not only the domestic Chinese market, but
mainly foreign demand, as part of global or international value chains (vertical FDI—Buckley, Clegg & Wang,
2002).
Thus, this context has been the focus, and was under the spotlight, of several economic and international
business researchers. PR China became a field of research, where FDI attraction determinants, exporting oriented
policies, the impact of economic reforms or the Chinese WTO membership, were topics discussed, and the
academic community and some practioners have given awareness to the key factors that led this country to a
long and steady growth uptrend. Following this common work, where many researchers have made their
contribution, and based on the bibliometric method, Fetscherin et al. (2010) have published a research paper
where defined four research streams related with FDI into PR China, considering the time range between 1980
and 2010; a time range which considers the impacts of economic reforms made by the CPC under Deng
Xiaoping leadership which led, as we have mentioned before, to a huge increase of inward FDI and exports from
PR China to all over the world, but mainly to high-income countries (HICs)(Note 1)(World Bank, 2012).
Those four research streams are: “(1) the motives and determinants of FDI to China; (2) ‘inside’ the
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multinational enterprise (MNE); (3) the impact of MNE activities; and, (4) policy implications for the host
country (PR China)” (Fetscherin et al., 2010). Nevertheless, one of these streams, the first one, can be followed,
and it is our main research purpose. It is important to add knowledge doing the link between these motives and
determinants of FDI and Chinese exports to HICs, with special focus on European Union (EU) countries, which
are an important origin of inward FDI and are, at same time, as a group of countries, the most important Chinese
trade partner (the Chinese first client market—a unique tariff trade area).
Taking into account 2010 data, and PR China and EU, in the end of the range period studied by Fetscherin, Voss
and Gugler (2010), the NOI—Net Outward Investment—ratio was clearly higher than one, and considering the
FDI stock, the same ratio has as result a figure higher than ten. Nevertheless, if the FDI flow direction was
mainly from EU countries to PR China, the trade flows have more volume from PR China to EU. In 2010 EU
has faced a huge trade deficit in the bilateral balance with PR China: more than 156,000 million euros, with an
export/import ratio below 0.5 (EUROSTAT, 2011).
Considering our purpose, we have defined as objective the understanding which were the determinants would
lead to attract inward FDI and, later, to increase exports from PR China to HICs. An inductive methodology is
going to be applied, using the bibliometric method, trying to develop historical streams, relating concepts and
research findings within the time period since 1980 until 2010, and giving awareness to the path taken in this
field by the Chinese economy.
2. 30 Years of Reforms toward a Global Leadership 1980–2010
2.1 Economic Reforms, Inward FDI and Exports
Several authors, in last decades, have embraced this task: how political and economic reforms were critical
issues in order to attract FDI? and, how FDI was related with a vertical approach, where investors were looking
for new resources—e.g., labor—in order to export, mainly, manufacturing products to HICs?
Chen, Chang and Zhang (1995) have looked to this topic, relating FDI with Chinese economic development, and,
among other conclusions, have highlighted the positive effects perceived, firstly mainly on coastal provinces,
and how this positive perception was an important contribution toward a successful political and economic
reforms implementation. These authors have given special attention to Deng Xiaoping post-1978 reforms, and
underlined how important was the development of Special and Economic Zones (SEZs)—in Guangdong and
Fujian provinces. Furthermore, these authors have mentioned the introduction of a law which has created a legal
framework to Wholly Owned Subsidiaries (WOS) and moreover a law of FDI encouragement and incentives was
approved. Among other reforms, during the 80’s, the joint ventures life-time period was increased and Chinese
civil law was changed introducing a new legal framework for foreign-invested enterprises (FIEs) (Chen et al.,
1995; Dées, 1998; Cheng & Kwan, 2000; Tuan & Fung-Yee Ng, 2002; 2002a; Sun, Tong & Yu, 2002; Huang,
2003).
Nonetheless, until the mid-1980’s, the inward FDI amount was rather limited (OECD, 2000) and highly
concentrated within SEZs. During this period, in the first decade post-1978 reforms, Hong Kong (Note2), Macao
(Note 3) and Taiwan were the main FDI source, which was called, among others, by Lardy (1996) as
‘closed-loop’ FDI (or ‘round-tripping’ FDI). Foreign investors were looking to SEZs as places where they were
able to add labor-resources, and then export finished products (Naugthon & Lardy, 1996). As we mentioned
before, an economic development based on inputs expansion (Krugman, 1994), where foreign capital was
merged with the local labor-resources. Thus, Dées (1998) has described the late years of the 1980’s as a period
when inward FDI and exports growth rates were facing a sharply increasing trend.
Tuan and Fung-Yee Ng (2002a; 2006) and Whalley and Xin (2006; 2010) have noted a change in the early-1990s;
not only a progressive insertion of local companies in global competition (Chen et al., 1995; Wei, 1995;
Naugthon & Lardy, 1996; Wei, Liu, Parker & Vaidya, 1999; Zhang & Song, 2000; Zhang & Flemingham, 2001;
Zhang, 2005), but also a next (new) generation of reforms (Tuan & Fung-Yee Ng, 2002), reaffirming the open
policy, which has led to a diversification of FDI sources, adding to those three overseas Chinese origins (Hong
Kong, Macao and Taiwan), other sources, as Europe and United States (Chen, Zhou & Wan, 2000; Tuan &
Fung-Yee Ng, 2006).
However, this increasing FDI was located mainly at Special Economic Zones (SEZs), and it was the SEZs
expansion which has been the basis where these export-led investments were developed (OECD, 2000; Fujita &
Hu, 2001). Chen et al. (2000), nevertheless, have mentioned the Asian Crisis, in the late 1990s, as an event
which has impacted on investors’ confidence (Dillip, 2007). Even considering this event, exports were growing
in this period; nevertheless, FDI has stopped it raising trend, and decline in the end of the decade (Chen et al.,
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2000; Worrld Bank, 20122).
The first ddecade of the 21
2 Century was PR China beecame WTO m
member, and addditional liberaal and transparrency
measures were adoptedd. In this deccade PR Chinna has becom
me the first exxporter in thee World economy;
nonethelesss, since 20088, Chinese exxports have faaced a slowdoown, due the uncertainty ggenerated after the
Subprime crisis and, thee sovereign deebt crisis withiin the Euro Cuurrency Area. Some authorss, as mentioned the
domestic ssources (oversseas Chinese tterritories) as predominant iin the time peeriod from 20008 until 2010. The
huge decreease in world trade during tthe year of 20009, and the G
GDP slowdownn in EU counttries and in United
States are presented as thhe main reasonns for this channge (Chiu, 20008; Morrison, 22009; Overhollt, 2010).
Liu et al. (2002) have published a reesearch paper where is conncluded a caussal link betweeen FDI, economic
R China case, hhave found a ““bi-directional casuality” betw
ween
growth andd trade. These authors, focussing on the PR
these variaables, which “appear
“
to be mutually reinnforcing underr the open-dooor policy”. Thhe figures since the
early 19800’s show a com
mmon evolutioon pattern amoong these threee variables: inw
ward FDI, expports and economic
growth (G
GDP growth as a proxy)—Figg. 1 and Fig. 2..

Figure 1. GDP growth aand exports (%
%GDP) 1982–22010
Data Source: World Bank Dataabase.

Figuure 2. FDI infloows and exportts 1982–2010
Data Source: World Bank Dataabase.
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2.2 Exports Destinations, Imports Origins, Exports Complexity and Inward FDI Sources
In 2012 PR China is the first exporter and the second importer in the world (EIU, 2011; World Bank, 2012). This
leading position was reached in 2009—when the Subprime crisis was hitting the World economy—and in 2012
PR China has exported more than 2 trillion USD, and has imported more than 1.7 trillion USD (EIU, 2011;
World Bank, 2012). A surplus of 325 billion USD based on an international trade where the United States, Hong
Kong, Japan, South Korea and Germany (an EU country) are the most important clients. These countries are
OECD countries, classified by the World Bank as HIC’s, and, together, represent 48% of the PR China goods
exports. (Table 1)
Table 1. PR China exporting markets (TOP 5)-% of the total-ITC statistics, 2012
Rank

Markets

2010

2011

2012

1

United States of America

18.0

17.1

17.2

2

Hong Kong

13.8

14.1

15.8

3

Japan

7.7

7.8

7.4

4

South Korea

4.4

4.4

4.3

5

Germany

4.3

4.0

3.4

Additionally, Chinese providers are also HICs, and the Top 5, in 2012, comprises Japan, South Korea, Taiwan,
United Sates and Germany. These set of countries represents 40% of the goods imports into PR China (Table 2).
Table 2. PR China importing markets (TOP 5)-% of the total-ITC statistics, 2012
Rank

Markets

2010

2011

2012

1

Japan

12.7

11.2

10.2

2

South Korea

9.9

9.3

9.5

3

Taiwan

8.3

7.2

7.6

4

United States of America

7.4

7.1

7.4

5

Germany

5.3

5.3

5.3

In an analysis based on goods exported, we find electrical and electronic equipment (487 billion USD), and
machinery and nuclear reactors (376 billion USD) as the most important groups of products sent/sold to foreign
markets; nevertheless, apparel products, furniture, and optical and photo equipment—as it is shown in Table
3—are important also, reaching together more than 250 billion USD (ITC Statistics, 2012).
Furthermore, if in the Top 10 of the goods exported we can find mainly industrial goods, when we take a look to
imported goods—Table 4—it is important to highlight energy raw materials (minerals fuels, oils and other
energy related products), and some other goods, as can be ores, organic chemicals, copper or even oil seed and
oleagic fruits, which are mainly raw materials in order to fulfill industrial and manufacturing needs. Nevertheless,
electrical and electronic equipment is the group of products which lead the ranking of imported goods Top10
(381 billion dollars—ITC Statistics, 2012).
Taking into account the previous analysis we should stress a major difference among Chinese exports and PR
China imports: even if electrical and electronic equipment is leading both Top10, the exporting goods are mainly
manufactured and among importing goods we can find raw materials or other agriculture products. Considering
this issue we can identify intra-industry trade, but also an inter-industry trade based on labor abundance in China
and a lack of resources—mainly energy and other raw materials—in order to feed or supply the local industry.
It is also important to underline the main industrial sectors in which foreign companies are investing. Taking into
account UNCTAD (2012) data, the most important industrial FDI receptors are the following four sectors:
‘Chemicals and Chemicals Products’, ‘Machinery and Equipment’, ‘Electrical and Electronic Equipment’ and
‘Motor Vehicles and Other Transport Equipment’. These industrial sectors are also exporting sectors; this
element can be indicting a link between inward FDI and PR China exports.
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Table 3. PR China exporting goods (TOP 10)-thousand USD-ITC statistics, 2012
Rank

Sector

2010

2011

2012

1

Electrical, electronic equipment

388,755,010

445,756,705

487,462,307

2

Machinery, nuclear reactors, boilers, etc

309,813,672

353,763,873

376,002,094

3

Articles of apparel, accessories, knit or crochet

66,710,933

80,164,561

87,059,741

4

Furniture, lighting, signs, prefabricated buildings

50,584,032

59,336,352

77,904,042

5

Optical, photo, technical, medical, etc apparatus

52,109,780

60,684,983

72,816,793

6

Articles of apparel, accessories, not knit or crochet

54,361,478

63,073,873

61,237,963

7

Articles of iron or steel

39,143,621

51,196,168

56,202,059

8

Plastics and articles thereof

34,696,577

45,420,906

55,218,364

9

Vehicles other than railway, tramway

38,397,962

49,539,445

55,174,251

10

Footwear, gaiters and the like, parts thereof

35,633,851

41,722,333

46,817,564

Table 4. PR China importing goods (TOP 10)-thousand USD-ITC statistics, 2012
Rank

Sector

2010

2011

2012

1

Electrical, electronic equipment

314,282,498

350,954,252

381,597,419

2

Mineral fuels, oils, distillation products, etc

188,965,812

275,766,337

311,857,463

3

Machinery, nuclear reactors, boilers, etc

172,150,025

199,313,752

181,912,452

4

Ores, slag and ash

109,386,524

150,655,638

133,685,768

5

Optical, photo, technical, medical, etc apparatus

89,919,369

99,140,733

106,369,794

6

Vehicles other than railway, tramway

49,504,235

65,438,574

70,612,733

7

Plastics and articles thereof

63,704,657

70,198,652

69,486,436

8

Organic chemicals

48,263,067

63,131,991

60,921,639

9

Copper and articles thereof

46,183,467

54,251,470

54,607,290

10

Oil seed, oleagic fruits, grain, seed, fruit, etc

27,061,892

32,020,530

38,550,840

Table 5. Inward FDI sources (TOP 10)-% of the total-UNCTAD, 2012
Rank

Country/Origin

2012

1

Hong Kong

63.8

2

Japan

6.6

3

Singapore

5.9

4

Taiwan

5.5

5

United States of America

2.8

6

South Korea

2.7

7

Germany

1.3

8

Netherlands

1.0

9

United Kingdom

0.9

10

Switzerland

0.8
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The sources of inward FDI are mainly from PR China overseas territories, and foremost from Hong Kong. If we
consider also Taiwanese investors, more than two thirds of the FDI attracted are from these overseas Chinese
territories. A ‘closed-loop’ FDI, where Chinese investors or companies located at Hong Kong, Macao and
Taiwan invest in the PR China mainland. Nonetheless, if we exclude this ‘closed-loop’ FDI, the main FDI
sources are HICs—Japan, Singapore, South Korea, United States of America and other HICs from the EU. The
TOP10 origins/sources, together, represent 91.3% of the PR China inward FDI—Table 5.
3. Method and Results: Bibliometric Method Applied to PR China Inward and Exports to HICs
3.1 Bibliometric Method
The bibliometric citation analysis illustrates linkages between research publications, authors and specific topics.
Their importance is shown by a local or global citation score (LCS and GCS). This research method is based on
the assumption that researchers publish their most important findings; their research is based predominantly on
other, previously published, materials (Borgman & Furner, 2002; Van Raan, 2003). The analysis’ unit is a
citation (Kim & McMillan, 2008). This method goes beyond counting publications (Quer, Claver & Rienda,
2007): identify publications’ concentration centers that ‘map out’ research streams (Kim & McMillan, 2008).
Data for our research was collected in February/March 2012 from the ISI Web of Knowledge database. It
provides an opportunity to use the Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI). The purpose of this program is to
collect only English written research papers. The author’s search period was from 1980 until 2012 to coincide
with the major changes and improvements in the Chinese economy, after the conclusions of the Third Plenary
Session of the 11th CPC Central Committee, in 1978, when have begun the new reforms and opening policy.
During the search period, the type of publication was not specified, giving more focus on a topic overview. In
order to collect comprehensive data, have been specified a more detailed search classification. The search
combinations included: ‘Inward FDI in China’; ‘Chinese export to the EU’; and ‘China-EU relations’. A criteria
‘FDI impact on export’ was added to improve quality of research. Our main objective when was selected EU as
target market was to focus on a specific market—or tariff trade area—where we can find the large majority of
HICs, and, as it was mentioned before, together, EU member-states, are the most important PR China client.
The search result find 300 research papers, and were added 67 publications were added manually, when was
concluded a more deep analysis based on the previous 300. Total authors’ amount was 547 and, among them, 7
are anonymous. These 367 articles were published in 229 journals. Their total citation amount is 8080 references
(TGCS). In order to identify these references was used the HistCite software, where research papers can be
observed and related by author, date or journal type. Local and Global Citation Score (LCS and GCS) have been
the key indicators in order to evaluate the relevance of each research paper of our sample. An approach
considering the average citation per year was used also (LCS/t and GCS/t).
The Local Citation Score (LCS) shows the number of times the research paper has been cited within the
sample—our sample is 367 research papers collected; the Global Citation Score (GCS) shows the number of
times the research paper has been cited in the ISI Web of Science (Garfield, Pudovkin & Istomin 2003); LCS/t is
the Local Citation Score per year from research paper publication to the end of the sample period; and, GCS/t is
the Global Citation Score per year from research paper publication to the end of the sample period (Fetscherin et
al., 2010). Taking into account our purpose, our analysis it was made mainly considering local citations (journals
and research papers).
3.2 Most Influential Journals
The 367 publications of our sample can be subdivided into three main categories: economics (30.9%);
international management and development (25.4%); and regional studies (China) (20.3%). These subdivisions
are together 76.6% of our sample publications. Among them there are six journals that got a total local citation
score—LCS based on author or journal criteria—over 13. These journals are: Journal of International Business
Studies (20); Applied Economics (18); China Economic Review (17); Journal of International Economics (17);
World Development (14); and, Regional Studies (13) (see Table 1).
The top 20 publications representing 28.3% of our sample publications and among them we can find 15.86% of
cross-citations, and 22.62% of all local citations. The Journal of International Business Studies (JIBS) is the
most cited journal; other previous studies, about the same topic (Fetscherin et al., 2010), conclude also that JIBS
is highly cited journal.
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Table 6. Ranking the influential journals—TLCS (total local citation score) and TLCS/t
Rank

Journal

TLCS

TLCS/t

1

China Economic Review

17

2.29

2

Applied Economics

18

2.10

3

Journal of International Business Studies

20

2.05

4

Journal of International Economics

17

1.13

5

China & World Economy

7

1.11

6

Applied Geography

1

1.00

7

Regional Studies

13

0.98

8

World Development

14

0.78

9

Journal of Development Studies

8

0.59

10

Foreign Affairs

5

0.56

11

Eurasian Geography and Economics

2

0.46

12

Journal of World Trade

2

0.40

13

Annals of Regional Science

4

0.33

14

China Agricultural Economic Review

1

0.33

15

Contemporary Economic Policy

4

0.33

16

Journal of Business Economics and Management

1

0.33

17

Journal of Comparative Economics

2

0.33

18

Economics of Planning

4

0.27

19

Economics of Transition

3

0.25

20

Management International Review

1

0.25

3.3 Historiographic Research Papers’ Citation Mapping
Histographic bibliometric citation mapping was used in order to understand better the links between research
papers published (see Figure 3); the vertical axis represents the year and the number of published papers in that
year (in parentheses). Only research papers with a LCS higher or equal to 5 were considered. Each map node
displays a research node; it can be seen as a concentration of information, or ‘hub’ (Garfield et al., 2003;
Fetscherin et al., 2010). The node size is relative to the number of received local citations and larger squares
illustrate more cited publications. Arrows from one node to another denote a citation relationship between papers
and research papers without an arrow pointing towards them are not cited by any other paper of the sample (only
10 research paper with a LCS higher or equal to 5). There are three nodes without connectivity in our picture:
Buckley et al., 2002; Gilboy, 2004; and Rodrik, 2006 (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Citaation mappingg 1980–2010; L
LCS > or equaal than 5
Source: ISI, W
Web of Knowledgge (2012).

Two mainn streams weree found as ressults by applyiing the bibliom
metric methodd. A first streaam where from
m the
research ppaper published by Chen et al. (1995) is developed a ppath where is made a link between economic
reforms annd FDI attractiion, and is giveen to FDI an important role in the increasiing of total asssets (capital go
oods)
in PR Chinna. Chen, Chaang and Zhangg (1995) contriibution was im
mportant when authors as We
Wei et al. (1999) and
Zhang andd Song (2000) have related iinward FDI with provinces w
where lower w
wages (labor), infrastructuress and
R&D mannpower were found
f
as availlable resourcees characteristiics (or featurees). A linkage between FDII and
exports—aand manufactuuring provincees performancee—is also madde, and Liu ett al. (2002) finnds a bi-directtional
relation am
mong FDI, expports and econnomic developpment, showinng a mutual reeinforcing posiitive impact. Later,
L
Yao (20066) has concludeed, as a learninng process, thhat those PR C
China policies ttoward export promotion and the
adoption oof business beest practices w
would be usefful for other ttransitional ecoonomies. Thiss first stream links
economic reforms, econoomic policies ttoward FDI atttraction and FD
DI export-drivven, resources that were soug
ght in
order to bee added to foreeign technologgy and internatiional market aaccess knowleddge (owned byy FIEs)—Figurre 3a.
A second sstream is also shown as resuult, where it is developed, ovver the time raange 1980–20110, the contribution
of FDI—m
mainly from HICs—in order to contribute tto a more valuue-added exporrt basket. Evenn if we don’t find
f a
direct linkk between the research
r
papers, from Chen’ss et al. (1995) contribution aanother set of rresearch paperrs has
been publiished focusingg how MNEs fr
from HICs has made an impoortant contribuution in order tto involve dom
mestic
companiess in the globaal economy. D
De Mello (19997) has focuseed how FDI iimpacts on doomestic companies
performannce, and how increases the value of FDII-related produuction. Borenzztein et al. (1998) has give
en an
additional contribution, relating FDI with a more impact on ecoonomic growthh than the domestic investm
ment.
Nevertheleess, Borenzteinn et al. (1998)) contribution is also importtant in anotheer dimension: iit has been ma
ade a
direct relaation among FDI impact—
—and effectivveness in ecoonomic growthh impact—wiith the absorrptive
capability of the host country. It m
means, the imp
mpact of FDI in the economic growth, and in the ex
xport
performannce, is related with
w the contexxt, and SEZs inn PR China haave performed an important rrole.
Buckley, C
Clegg and Wanng (2002) havee made a diffeerence betweenn FDI which hhad origin in H
HICs or in overseas
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Chinese teerritories (Honng Kong, Taiwan and Macaoo). These authoors have foundd that MNEs fr
from HICs gen
nerate
more technnological spillovers than oveerseas Chinesee investors, addding more valuue to FDI relatted production
n, and
leveragingg technologicall and other knoowledge capabbilities of domestic companiees. Rodrik (2006) concludes later
that the Chhinese export basket
b
is more sophisticated than it would be expected foor a country w
with its income level.
This differrence is a resuult—a final result—of an ecoonomic policy toward an expport-driven FD
DI attraction, where
w
HICs havee performed ann important rolle, leveraging domestic com
mpanies, contribbuting with intternational ma
arkets
knowledgee and high-tecch products annd technologiees. These invesstment flows w
were possible because economic
reforms w
were made, andd HICs which are the main nnon-Chinese F
FDI investors, have faced loocal resources (e.g.,
labor) whiich were addedd to their capitaal and knowleddge resources—
—Figure 3a.
Additionallly, even if thhis paper is nnot aligned inn the previouss stream—Figgures 3 and 33a—Gilboy (2
2004)
published in the Foreignn Affairs an artticle where meention how Chinese high-tech exports are m
made by FIEs from
HICs. Reinnforcing this issue,
i
Gilboy ((2004) states: ““high-tech com
mpanies are doominated by fooreign compan
nies”.
And foreiggn companies, in high-tech inndustries are m
mainly from HICs.

Figure 3a. Cittation mappingg 1980–2010; LCS > or equaal than 5
Source: ISI, W
Web of Knowledgge (2012)—A Clusster Analysis.
(1) Economicc reforms toward an inward FDI atttraction and worldd exports leadershiip
(2) Inward FD
DI led to an increaasing value of the exports basket
(3) Foreign ccompanies dominaate high-tech indusstries and a lion’s part of Chinese inndustrial exports

4. Discusssion: Lessons Learned
L
from
m China
Yao (20066) has concludeed how Chinesse case can bee a learning case for other traansitional econnomies. During the
last 30 yeaars PR China has
h been facingg a huge increase of inward FDI and exports. A commerrcial surplus an
nd an
important inward FDI sttock is the resuult of a strategyy where econoomic openness to foreign investors, the building
of agglom
meration econom
mies (e.g., SEZ
Zs) and the FD
DI-spillovers m
management w
were key-factorrs in order to reach
r
the currentt world export ranking leadeership.
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Based on the bibliometric method, and on the literature review, it was possible to find how this phenomenon has
been studied, and how researchers have published in the most influential journals, and which have been cited by
several authors in a cumulative process of adding knowledge about this topic.
Since 1978, PR China has been implementing economic reforms; those reforms were crucial to activate
endogenous resources. A disclosure of local resources which have been used by foreign investors, in order to
produce goods in extended value chains (global value chains—Buckley & Casson, 2002; 2011; Humphrey,
Schmidt, 2002; 2004). But those reforms were based on a policy choice, where ‘one country, two systems’ was
the main reference.
Firstly, because PR China has developed agglomeration economies; even if some political issues can be raised
regarding this option, besides that it was a policy which has given to foreign investors a location where their
ownership advantages would be better exploited. SEZs were locations where labor abundance has been joined
with knowledge and other resources. It has been important also the reforms made on legislation about taxes and
joint-ventures. Those reforms and the previous mentioned agglomeration economies were important when global
trade policy was moving toward a more liberal approach; the ending of the Uruguay Round, and all the efforts
made during the last decades have developed a context where vertical FDI—and other sort of quasi-hierarchy
approaches (Humphrey & Schmitz, 2003; 2004)—is being used as a tool to improve value chain efficiency. PR
China, even if as it was stated by Wei et al. (1999) this approach has led to an uneven development between
coastal provinces and non-coastal provinces. Nevertheless, Wei et al. (1999) contribution goes beyond this
statement, and is important to highlight how this author underlines the importance of infrastructures, more R&D
human resources and a closer link with overseas Chinese community. Those issues were critical to attract more
inward FDI; and this policy was also critical in order to create a better involvement of local companies in
international trade (mainly exports).
These SEZs were locations where it was possible to develop more efficient backward linkages, promoting an
efficient context where FDI would find a better emplacement for its success. A location which was competitive
in order to attract FDI, and at same time which was developing local companies competitiveness, with absorptive
capabilities; a set of local companies which was able to get and transform the knowledge transferred by MNEs
from HICs in new products and services that are competing not locally but in global markets.
A differentiation must be made among foreign investors: two groups have emerged, one where we can find
overseas Chinese investors, and another, where are mainly investors from HICs. Buckley et al. (2002) has given
an important contribution, as we have mentioned before, when differentiates the spillover effects from inward
FDI which had as source HICs: this group of investors not only has brought market access to PR China exports,
but also has generated technological spillovers, increasing the production-value content (Buckley et al., 2007)
This bundle of capital and knowledge is a key factor when, as it was concluded by Rodrik (2006), PR China
exports basket was more value-added than it would be expected; and when we relate inward FDI sources, goods
exported and PR China export-markets, we can find HICs as source, more value-added products, where are
predominat manufacturing goods, and USA and EU as most important clients (among other HICs)—see Figure
4.
Since 1978 steps were taken in order to capture FDI focused on exports, as a lever of economic growth. HICs as
source of FDI, looking for resources in order to improve the value chain efficiency, and at same time HICs as
most important export markets. Even if the ‘closed-loop’ FDI – or round-tripping FDI – as played an important
role as FDI source, HICs have been actors which led PR China to the world export ranking leadership.
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Figure 4. Leessons learned from PR Chinna—30 years bbuilding a worlld exports leaddership
5. Conclussion
Our purpoose was the understanding off which were tthe determinannts would leadd to attract inw
ward FDI and, later,
to increasee exports from
m PR China to HICs. Using tthe bibliometriic method in aan historical peerspective we have
focused onn inward FDI attraction
a
and hhow it has imppacted on PR C
China exports.
PR China inward FDI sources
s
are maainly overseass Chinese inveestors and inveestors from H
HICs; and, the most
important export marketts are United S
States and EU (28 member-sstates). The im
mportance of H
HICs as FDI so
ource
which plaayed a knowleedge transfer role was highhlighted by Buckley et al. (2002), and oother authors have
concludedd how relevant it was in orderr to improve thhe value of Chhinese exports.
From the method three main determiinants were iddentified: PR China has im
mplemented sinnce 1978, and
d is a
on-going pprocess, a hugee number of reeforms, whichh had as objecttive the attractiion of inward FDI export-drriven;
HICs havee invested in manufacturing
m
industries, whhich are the maain Chinese expport sectors; aand, as it was stated
s
foreignerss
most
by
Gilbboy
(2004),
from
H
HICs
are
the
main
owners
of
the
knowledgee-intensive—hhigh-tech—com
mpanies in PR
R China (and att same time expporting compaanies).
The historrical perspectivve gives us ann insight aboutt the policy chhoices made inn order to achiieve the leaderrship;
and reform
ms made durinng the last 30 years in orderr to develop aagglomeration economies (S
SEZs), a legislation
reform in order to reduuce taxes, prom
mote FIEs andd joint-venturees, have creatted a context where endoge
enous
resources (mainly laborr resources) bbecame ‘available’ and opeen to be usedd by investorss—from HICss and
overseas C
Chinese territorries.
This step was crucial inn order to initiate a process where inwardd FDI export--driven and exxports are mutually
reinforcingg, generating economic
e
grow
wth (and emplooyment)—Liu et al. (2002).
Finally, if the export basket has a valuue content higgher than it is expected (Roddrik, 2006), iss related with HICs
H
investors, but also beecause the veertical approaach, where tthe value chaain is extendded, assuming
g an
internationnal/global perrspective. Sym
mmetric flow
ws: FDI from
m HICs to PR
R China andd exports—m
mainly
manufactuuring goods—ffrom PR Chinaa to HICs.
Further steeps can be takeen in this fieldd. The lessons learned from tthe PR China case can be coompared with other
cases; for instance, with other BRICs. Brazil is the ssecond BRICs which receivees more inwardd FDI, and is going
g
to be our nnext research object,
o
applyinng the same indductive methodology, tryingg to understandd if the evolutio
on of
Brazil, durring the last three decades, hhas been the sam
me, with the same features thhan the Chinesse case.
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Notes
Note 1. World Bank (2012): a high-income country is defined as country with a GNI per capita of US$ 12,480 or
more (range defined considering 2011).
Note 2. Hong-Kong was a Chinese territory under British Administration. The Handover was in 1997.
Note 3. Macao was a Chinese territory under Portuguese Administration. The Handover was in 1999.
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